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About This Content

An extra chapter centered on Alisha following the events of the main game. Will she find her answer at last?

After download, "Additional Chapter: Alisha's Story" will appear as selectable on the title screen.

Note:
-Though it is possible to play this chapter before completing the main game, we recommend clearing the main game before

starting, as this chapter contains spoilers.
-You will be unable to play the DLC "God Eater - Aragami Hunt" while playing this chapter.
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Title: Tales of Zestiria - Additional Chapter: Alisha's Story
Genre: RPG
Developer:
BANDAI NAMCO Studio Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz / AMD Athlon 64 X2 5200+, 2.6GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 4830 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad support

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Well, so far I really like the British Forces in CoH 2, except for the fact that are are some slight imbalances among the faction
and...

...well, chaps, you cannot Delete your overprised Emplacements. You are stuck with them for the rest of the game, chewing up
your Capacity.

For this alone I will downvote this DLC and will not recommend it to anyone untill further fixed.

P.S.: Placed this review here since It would not allow me to place it on the British DLC.. Played this at the Evo indie booth. It's
a very clever and incredibly fun game. The mechanic of making space by shooting makes for a very tense and thought-intensive
versus mode that feels really rewarding to learn.. hey man its pixies

10\/10. Myrne: The Quest comes after its predecessor in a higher fashion. The graphics are what you would expect if you
jumped into the world of the previous game, but in 3D. The vibe of the previous game is still there with comedy and stats
system. Overall I can say I enjoyed the adventure and look forward to a future release in the world of Myrne.. I'm in Multi-
Player leagues as tzach.

In short, if you are looking for an american football GM/coach simulation, FOF is your game. trust me -- I tried everything else
out there and it is not even close in terms of depth.

This is an in depth simulation that will allow you to test your football and management skills. Build your roster, draft, sign new
players and negotiate with your veterans to try to beat the AI. If your take your time to allow you to be absorbed into the sim,
you will be surprised on how much you will learn. If not, I bet you will still have fun by simming fast through the seasons and
collecting championships (or #1 picks -- there's something for all tastes).

The developer provides constant free updates, including one released a week ago that addresses most user requests.

So, give this game a chance!. Overall this a very educational, intresting and cute VN.
The VN is very polished and has some nice music, animations, japanese voice acting and characters.
It was sad to see the story come to an end.
My only issue with the game is how cringy the the main protagonist is throughout most of the game, he's the biggest weeabo and
at times it was painful to read about his "love for otaku culture" I think if there's a sequel to this game that's one thing that I'd
like to see toned down a bit.
Apart from that I really enjoyed this, I learned a lot from it and it was a good read and again I really hope there's a sequel to this
in the future!

 Japanese College Life, maybe? please! 
. Nice game for in between.
To receive the "Thumb up"-achivement of this review make all achivement available without the need of third party-sh!t! (like
twitch)
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Just works so well, instantly stopped me getting motion sickness, and it's intuative and enjoyable to use.. I picked the game up
solely on the basis of playing as a chicken.

I've played roughly half an hour of this game so far (stage 17). The concept of the game is very cute, a stealth puzzle game with
a chicken as the protagonist. The controls take a bit of getting used to, WASD at an isometric perspective is a little strange. The
gameplay is simple, navigate the puzzles\/mazes as a chicken, avoiding hazards and enemies, to make it to the goal of the
elevator.

Pros:

 You can play as a fully customizable chicken.

 It's easy to pick up and play.

 The developer has stated in the community page that they plan to create and release more stages.Cons:

 The translation for the dialogue is a little busted, but it's passable\/forgivable as the creator doesn't use English as
a primary language.

 Some of the obstacles can get to be frustrating. For example, timing to avoid things or using objects to hide
behind\/block lasers doesn't always work as you intend it to.

 The game is oddly devoid of sound for about the first 10 minutes. I thought it was broken at first, but you really
don't hear anything until you learn to lay eggs.

 I'm at stage 17 after playing 30 minutes of the game, and if the description is correct and there are only 30+
levels, the cost to play time ratio is a bit wonky at full price, but again as stated above, if the developer continues
to release levels, it's not going to be a huge issue.
All in all, this is probably far too obejctive of a review for a simple game, but I thought it might be helpful for
people who are interested to get a feel for what this game is like.. Sagebrush is a gritty, foreboding, homage of an
adventure experience. The low-end look to mimic the likes of PSX graphics contributes to the ever-present
feeling of dread and the anticipation that something is bound to happen right around the corner. In the game, you
look, you listen, and you feel for the characters involved in the incident through the lens of old-school HUD
elements and methods of interaction. Reading a note and seeing the screen shift to a Resident Evil-like closeup
of a piece of paper presents the content is a grim novelty that just never gets old.

I've been sharing word of this game with my students and colleagues for a long time now. Check it out, you won't
regret it.. Exo TD isn't terrible. It's a basic tower defense game that looks and sounds a bit sloppy and overly
simplistic, but you'd expect that from EA.

The 3d aspect of the game is a nice touch. Defending a globe against ships that are flying around does look a lot
better than your usual 2d TD game.

The problem is that this isn't worth anything like what they're asking for. Not even close. This is a $3 game.
Anything more than $5 and you're seriously overpaying.. a cool game. ***WARNING*** This game is pretty
terrible - you start off thinking that it's like a copycat version of a Final Fantasy game... which isn't so bad. Then,
you push the button the first time (after the small dialogue of broken English) and the remaining dialogues are in
Russian! WTF??? I probably only spent like a dollar on this game, but it makes me trust the Steam reviews a
little bit less. I used the positive reviews to make my choice, so I'll be more careful in the future.... Attack of
Insects is basically an indie love letter to the Starship Troopers movie series with some Unreal Tournament sound
clips tossed in for good measure. It looks, sounds, and plays like a Netflix straight to DVD B-movie. Toss in a
skill tree and upgrade system, and you have a solid little shooter that is definitely worth the low asking price of
$1.99.
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Gameplay Footage Below:

https://youtu.be/VBx_IpUlrPo. Can't install the dlc even though i own the game.Great game though.. Design is
pretty good, but I didn't like the gameplay much.
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